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The Moral Economy
This book focuses on how neoliberal market practices engender new forms of religiosity, and how religiosity shapes
economic actions.

Moral Capitalism
The most damning criticism of markets is that they are morally corrupting. As we increasingly engage in market activity,
the more likely we are to become selfish, corrupt, rapacious and debased. Even Adam Smith, who famously celebrated
markets, believed that there were moral costs associated with life in market societies. This book explores whether or not
engaging in market activities is morally corrupting. Storr and Choi demonstrate that people in market societies are
wealthier, healthier, happier and better connected than those in societies where markets are more restricted. More
provocatively, they explain that successful markets require and produce virtuous participants. Markets serve as moral
spaces that both rely on and reward their participants for being virtuous. Rather than harming individuals morally, the
market is an arena where individuals are encouraged to be their best moral selves. Do Markets Corrupt Our Morals? invites
us to reassess the claim that markets corrupt our morals.

Capitalism as a Moral System
‘Muthalalitha Vyavasthithiyude Dhaarmikatha’ an e-book published by CPPR is the first Malayalam translation of “The
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Morality of Capitalism: What Your Professors Won’t Tell You”, edited by Tom G. Palmer The second in the “What Your
Professors Won’t Tell You” series of essays on political economy, this collection includes thirteen essays. Authors include
Nobel Prize winners Mario Vargas Llosa and Vernon Smith, Whole Foods Market CEO and founder John Mackey, and scholars
from across the globe.

Civic Capitalism
The examination of the relationship of economic activity to other important aspects of human life and social behavior has
inspired some of the most interesting and provocative social-scientific research in the past one hundred years. This book of
original essays by leading thinkers across many disciplines offers new insights into enduring questions about how modern
and modernizing market economies are both shaped by and shapers of morality, values, and religion.Part 1, "Markets and
Morals," offers eight contributors who provide analyses of the various ways in which the market operates in relation to
morality. An empirical presentation of moral values and market attitudes is given. Other essays take aim at how markets
serve and disserve moral interests: Economic growth has moral consequences; the manipulation of markets exposes a
moral underside; the nature of market failure has implications for understanding moral vulnerability; preference change has
moral implications. In other chapters, a broad consideration of the positive moral effects of market economies is offered
along with historical essays on the role that intellectuals have played in debates about the positive and negative effects of
commercial life and on the ways in which the American idea of the pursuit of happiness reveals much about the morality of
economic life.In Part 2, "Markets and Religion," nine contributors address both the historical and contemporary emergence
of religious factors in the growth and transformation of global capitalism. Major religious traditions, including Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam are examined for their contributions to answering questions about the nature and function of
economic life in light of religious ideas and ideals. Several essays present original approaches to the importance of religious
values to modern forms of consumption and to the political economy of reconciliation and forgiveness in nations coming to
terms with past conflict. Finally, t

In Defense of Openness
From world-renowned economist Paul Collier, a candid diagnosis of the failures of capitalism and a pragmatic and realistic
vision for how we can repair it. Deep new rifts are tearing apart the fabric of the United States and other Western societies:
thriving cities versus rural counties, the highly skilled elite versus the less educated, wealthy versus developing countries.
As these divides deepen, we have lost the sense of ethical obligation to others that was crucial to the rise of post-war social
democracy. So far these rifts have been answered only by the revivalist ideologies of populism and socialism, leading to the
seismic upheavals of Trump, Brexit, and the return of the far-right in Germany. We have heard many critiques of capitalism
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but no one has laid out a realistic way to fix it, until now. In a passionate and polemical book, celebrated economist Paul
Collier outlines brilliantly original and ethical ways of healing these rifts—economic, social and cultural—with the cool head
of pragmatism, rather than the fervor of ideological revivalism. He reveals how he has personally lived across these three
divides, moving from working-class Sheffield to hyper-competitive Oxford, and working between Britain and Africa, and
acknowledges some of the failings of his profession. Drawing on his own solutions as well as ideas from some of the world’s
most distinguished social scientists, he shows us how to save capitalism from itself—and free ourselves from the intellectual
baggage of the twentieth century.

Morals and Markets
Shows how to ensure that capitalism promotes progress and equality rather than enriching the few at the expense of many
Based on principles developed by the Caux Round Table, an international network of senior business executives from such
companies as 3M, Canon, NEC, Bankers Trust, Shell, Prudential, and dozens of other companies Provides practical
guidelines for corporate social responsibility through the Caux Round Table's Seven General Principles for Business The
world is drifting without a clear plan for its economic development. Communism is dead, but in the wake of Enron and
similar scandals, many see capitalism as amoral and too easily abused. A blueprint for progress is needed and Moral
Capitalism provides one. Moral Capitalism is based on principles developed by the Caux Round Table, an extraordinary
international network of top business executives who believe that business can-and must-weigh both profit and principle.
Caux Round Table's global chair, Stephen Young, argues that the ethical standards inherent in capitalism have been
compromised by cultural values inimical to capitalism's essentially egalitarian, rational spirit, and distorted by the shortsighted dog-eat-dog doctrines of social Darwinism into what he calls brute capitalism. He demonstrates how the Caux
Round Table's Seven General Principles for Business can serve as a blueprint for a new moral capitalism, and explores in
detail how, if guided by these principles, capitalism is really the only system with the potential to reduce global poverty and
tyranny and address the needs and aspirations of individuals, societies, and nations.

E book – The Morality of Capitalism (Malayalam Translation)
There is evidence that economic fraud has, in recent years, become routine activity in the economies of both high- and lowincome countries. Many business sectors in today's global economy are rife with economic crime. Neoliberalism and the
Moral Economy of Fraud shows how neoliberal policies, reforms, ideas, social relations and practices have engendered a
type of sociocultural change across the globe which is facilitating widespread fraud. This book investigates the moral worlds
of fraud in different social and geographical settings, and shows how contemporary fraud is not the outcome of just a few
‘bad apples’. Authors from a range of disciplines including sociology, anthropology and political science, social policy and
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economics, employ case studies from the Global North and Global South to explore how particular values, morals and
standards of behaviour rendered dominant by neoliberalism are encouraging the proliferation of fraud. This book will be
indispensable for those who are interested in political economy, development studies, economics, anthropology, sociology
and criminology.

Markets, Morals, and Religion
Incisive and engaging, The Free Market Existentialist proposes a new philosophy that is a synthesis of existentialism,
amoralism, and libertarianism. Argues that Sartre’s existentialism fits better with capitalism than with Marxism Serves as a
rallying cry for a new alternative, a minimal state funded by an equal tax Confronts the “final delusion” of metaphysical
morality, and proposes that we have nothing to fear from an amoral world Begins an essential conversation for the 21st
century for students, scholars, and armchair philosophers alike with clear, accessible discussions of a range of topics across
philosophy including atheism, evolutionary theory, and ethics

The Future of Capitalism
Friedman and McNeill draw on recent research in evolutionary game theory and behavioral economics to explore the
relationship between our moral codes and our market systems. They show how imbalance between morals and markets is
at the root of the recent corporate scandals in the US as well as the global financial crisis the world continues to face.

Are Markets Moral?
Money Talks
Free-market economics has attempted to combine efficiency and freedom by emphasizing the need for neutral rules and
meta-rules. These efforts have only been partly successful, for they have failed to address the deeper, normative
arguments justifying – and limiting – coercion. This failure has thus left most advocates of free-market vulnerable to
formulae which either emphasize expediency or which rely upon optimal social engineering to foster different notions of the
common will and of the common good. This book offers the reader a new perspective on free-market economics, one in
which the defense of markets is no longer based upon the utilitarian claim that free markets are more efficient; rather, the
defense of markets rests upon the moral argument that top-down coercive policy-making is necessarily in tension with the
rights-based notion of justice typical of the Western tradition. In arguing for a consistent moral basis for the free-market
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view, we depart from both the Austrian and neoclassical traditions by acknowledging that rationality is not a satisfactory
starting point. This rejection of rationality as the complete motivator for human economic behaviour throws constitutional
economics and the law-and-economics tradition into new relief, revealing these approaches as governed by considerations
derived by various notions of social efficiency, rather than by principles consistent with individual freedom, including
freedom to choose. This book shows that the solution is in fact a better understanding of the lessons taught by the Scottish
Enlightenment: the role of the political context is to ensure that the individual can pursue his own ends, free from coercion.
This also implies individual responsibility, respect for somebody else’s preferences and for his entrepreneurial instincts.
Social virtue is not absent from this understanding of politics, but rather than being defined through the priorities of policymakers, it emerges as the outcome of interaction among self-determining individuals. The strongest and most consistent
case for free-market economics, therefore, rests on moral philosophy, not on some version of static-efficiency theorizing.
This book should be of interest to students and researchers focussing on economic theory, political economics and the
philosophy of economic thought, but is also written in a non-technical style making it accessible to an audience of noneconomists.

The Righteous Mind
The topic of global justice has long been a central concern within political philosophy and political theory, and there is no
doubt that it will remain significant given the persistence of poverty on a massive scale and soaring global inequality. Yet,
virtually every analysis in the vast literature of the subject seems ignorant of what developmental economists, both left and
right, have to say about the issue. In Defense of Openness illuminates the problem by stressing that that there is
overwhelming evidence that economic rights and freedom are necessary for development, and that global redistribution
tends to hurt more than it helps. Bas van der Vossen and Jason Brennan instead ask what a theory of global justice would
look like if it were informed by the facts that mainstream development and institutional economics have brought to light.
They conceptualize global justice as global freedom and insist we can help the poor-and help ourselves at the same time-by
implementing open borders, free trade, the strong protection of individual freedom, and economic rights and property for
all around the world. In short, they work from empirical, consequentialist grounds to advocate for the market society as a
model for global justice. A spirited challenge to mainstream political theory from two leading political philosophers, In
Defense of Openness offers a new approach to global justice: We don't need to "save" the poor. The poor will save
themselves, if we would only get out of their way and let them.

Neoliberalism and the Moral Economy of Fraud
In this collection of provocative essays, Joseph Heath provides a compelling new framework for thinking about the moral
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obligations that private actors in a market economy have toward each other and to society. In a sharp break with traditional
approaches to business ethics, Heath argues that the basic principles of corporate social responsibility are already implicit
in the institutional norms that structure both marketplace competition and the modern business corporation. In four new
and nine previously published essays, Heath articulates the foundations of a "market failures" approach to business ethics.
Rather than bringing moral concerns to bear upon economic activity as a set of foreign or externally imposed constraints,
this approach seeks to articulate a robust conception of business ethics derived solely from the basic normative justification
for capitalism. The result is a unified theory of business ethics, corporate law, economic regulation, and the welfare state,
which offers a reconstruction of the central normative preoccupations in each area that is consistent across all four
domains. Beyond the core theory, Heath offers new insights on a wide range of topics in economics and philosophy, from
agency theory and risk management to social cooperation and the transaction cost theory of the firm.

The Oxford Handbook of Ethics and Economics
The fatal embrace of human rights and neoliberalism Drawing on detailed archival research on the parallel histories of
human rights and neoliberalism, Jessica Whyte uncovers the place of human rights in neoliberal attempts to develop a
moral framework for a market society. In the wake of the Second World War, neoliberals saw demands for new rights to
social welfare and self-determination as threats to "civilisation". Yet, rather than rejecting rights, they developed a
distinctive account of human rights as tools to depoliticise civil society, protect private investments and shape liberal
subjects.

Morals and Markets
Ethical conduct requires companies simply to follow rules and conventions which make for long-run success. This title
discusses the provision of a minimum income in retirement, which cannot be achieved by markets alone. It argues that the
accomplishments of business directly help to advance social prosperity, health and human welfare.

Moral Capitalism
"If anyone can save capitalism from the capitalists, it’s Steven Pearlstein. This lucid, brilliant book refuses to abandon
capitalism to those who believe morality and justice irrelevant to an economic system." —Ezra Klein, founder and editor-atlarge, Vox Pulitzer Prize-winning economics journalist Steven Pearlstein argues that our thirty year experiment in unfettered
markets has undermined core values required to make capitalism and democracy work. With a New Introduction by the
Author Thirty years ago, “greed is good” and “maximizing shareholder value” became the new mantras woven into the
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fabric of our business culture, economy, and politics. Although, around the world, free market capitalism has lifted more
than a billion people from poverty, in the United States most of the benefits of economic growth have been captured by the
richest 10%, along with providing justification for squeezing workers, cheating customers, avoiding taxes, and leaving
communities in the lurch. As a result, Americans are losing faith that a free market economy is the best system. In Moral
Capitalism, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Steven Pearlstein chronicles our descent and challenges the theories being
taught in business schools and exercised in boardrooms around the country. We’re missing a key tenet of Adam Smith’s
wealth of nations: without trust and social capital, democratic capitalism cannot survive. Further, equality of incomes and
opportunity need not come at the expense of economic growth. Pearlstein lays out bold steps we can take as a country: a
guaranteed minimum income paired with universal national service, tax incentives for companies to share profits with
workers, ending class segregation in public education, and restoring competition to markets. He provides a path forward
that will create the shared prosperity that will sustain capitalism over the long term. Previously published as Can American
Capitalism Survive?

Capitalism
In Why Some Things Should Not Be for Sale, philosopher Debra Satz takes a penetrating look at those commodity
exchanges that strike most of us as problematic.

Moral Markets
From the author of Day of Reckoning, the acclaimed critique of Ronald Reagan’s economic policy (“Every citizen should
read it,” said The New York Times): a persuasive, wide-ranging argument that economic growth provides far more than
material benefits. In clear-cut prose, Benjamin M. Friedman examines the political and social histories of the large Western
democracies–particularly of the United States since the Civil War–to demonstrate the fact that incomes on the rise lead to
more open and democratic societies. He explains that growth, rather than simply a high standard of living, is key to
effecting political and social liberalization in the third world, and shows that even the wealthiest of nations puts its
democratic values at risk when income levels stand still. Merely being rich is no protection against a turn toward rigidity
and intolerance when a country’s citizens lose the sense that they are getting ahead. With concrete policy suggestions for
pursuing growth at home and promoting worldwide economic expansion, this volume is a major contribution to the ongoing
debate about the effects of economic growth and globalization.

Ethics, Efficiency, and the Market
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Economics and ethics are both valuable tools for analyzing the behavior and actions of human beings and institutions.
Adam Smith, the father of modern economics, considered them two sides of the same coin, but since economics was
formalized and mathematicised in the late 1800s and early 1900s, the fields have largely followed separate paths. The
Oxford Handbook of Ethics and Economics provides a timely and thorough survey of the various ways ethics can, does, and
should inform economic theory and practice. The first part of the book, Foundations, explores how the most prominent
schools of moral philosophy relate to economics; asks how morals relevant to economic behavior may have evolved; and
explains how various approaches to economics incorporate ethics into their work. The second part, Applications, looks at
the ethics of commerce, finance, and markets; uncovers the moral dilemmas involved with making decisions regarding
social welfare, risk, and harm to others; and explores how ethics is relevant to major topics within economics, such as
health care and the environment. With esteemed contributors from economics and philosophy, The Oxford Handbook of
Ethics and Economics is a resource for scholars in both disciplines and those in related fields. It highlights the close
relationship between ethics and economics in the past while and lays a foundation for further integration going forward.

Capitalism, Morality and Markets
`The most noted figure in the history of economic thought is, of course, Adam Smith. Captured in recent times by freemarket ideologues who have never read his work, he is also the most misunderstood. This is a fine treatment of this wise,
wonderful, literate and intensely pragmatic scholar.'---John Kenneth Galbraith, Harvard University, USA `Adam Smith is
frequently hailed as an early advocate of free enterprise, an enemy of government and a spokesman of the industrial
bourgeoisie. In this fascinating book however, Spencer Pack argues that Smith's position on the role of the state in a
capitalist society was not so different from that of a modern 20th century liberal (in the American sense of that term). Here
is a surprising thesis that will make readers think again not just about Adam Smith but also about capitalism and
government intervention under capitalism. This is a book that will appeal to an intelligent layman just as much as to
professional economists.'---Mark Blaug, University of London, University of Buckingham, UK and Amsterdam School of
Economics, The Netherlands This powerful and throughly documented book overturns many long-held beliefs about Adam
Smith. Spencer Pack demonstrates that contrary to popular myth, Adam Smith was not a dogmatic defender of laissez-faire
capitalism and neither was he in favour of regressive taxation. The book stresses for the first time the many qualms and
problems - indeed the profound ambiguity - which Adam Smith felt toward the capitalist system.

The Free Market Existentialist
Virtually everyone—left, right, and center—believes that capitalist economies are autonomous, coherent, and regulated by
their own internal laws. This view is an illusion. The reality is that economies organized around the pursuit of private profit
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are contradictory, incoherent, and heavily shaped by politics and governmental action. But the illusion remains hugely
consequential because it has been embraced by political and economic elites who are convinced that they are powerless to
change this system. The result is cycles of raised hopes followed by disappointment as elected officials discover they have
no legitimate policy tools that can deliver what the public wants. In Capitalism, leading economic sociologist Fred L. Block
argues that restoring the vitality of the United States and the world economy can be accomplished only with major reforms
on the scale of the New Deal and the post–World War II building of new global institutions.

What Money Can't Buy
Presents a groundbreaking investigation into the origins of morality at the core of religion and politics, offering scholarly
insight into the motivations behind cultural clashes that are polarizing America.

Good Value
Can one be both an ethical person and an effective businessperson? Stephen Green, an ordained priest and the chairman of
HSBC, thinks so. In Good Value, Green retraces the history of the global economy and its financial systems, and shows that
while the marketplace has delivered huge advantages to humanity, it has also abandoned over a billion people to extreme
poverty, encouraged overconsumption and debt, and ravaged the environment. How do we reconcile the demands of
capitalism with both the common good and our own spiritual and psychological needs as individuals? To answer that, and
some of the most vexing questions of our age, Green takes us on a lively and erudite journey through history, looking for
lessons in the work of economists and philosophers, businessmen and poets, theologians and novelists, playwrights and
political scientists. An essential business book by a man who is uniquely qualified to write it, Good Value is a timely and
persuasive analysis of the most pressing financial and moral questions we face.

The Moral Consequences of Economic Growth
May you sell your vote? May you sell your kidney? May gay men pay surrogates to bear them children? May spouses pay
each other to watch the kids, do the dishes, or have sex? Should we allow the rich to genetically engineer gifted, beautiful
children? Should we allow betting markets on terrorist attacks and natural disasters? Most people shudder at the thought.
To put some goods and services for sale offends human dignity. If everything is commodified, then nothing is sacred. The
market corrodes our character. Or so most people say. In Markets without Limits, Jason Brennan and Peter Jaworski give
markets a fair hearing. The market does not introduce wrongness where there was not any previously. Thus, the authors
claim, the question of what rightfully may be bought and sold has a simple answer: if you may do it for free, you may do it
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for money. Contrary to the conservative consensus, they claim there are no inherent limits to what can be bought and sold,
but only restrictions on how we buy and sell.

Finance and the Common Good
Capitalism has lifted millions out of poverty. Under its guiding hand, living standards throughout the Western world have
been transformed. Further afield, the trail blazed by Japan is being followed by other emerging market countries across the
globe, creating prosperity on a breathtaking scale. And yet, capitalism is unloved. From its discontents to its outright
enemies, voices compete to point out the flaws in the system that allow increasingly powerful elites to grab an ever larger
share of our collective wealth. In this incisive, clear-sighted guide, award-winning Financial Times journalist John Plender
explores the paradoxes and pitfalls inherent in this extraordinarily dynamic mechanism - and in our attitudes to it. Taking
us on a journey from the Venetian merchants of the Renaissance to the gleaming temples of commerce in 21st-century
Canary Wharf via the South Sea Bubble, Dutch tulip mania and manic-depressive gambling addicts, Plender shows us our
economic creation through the eyes of philosophers, novelists, poets, artists and divines. Along the way, he delves into the
ethics of debt; reveals the truth about the unashamedly materialistic artistic giants who pioneered copyrighting; and traces
the path of our instinctive conviction that entrepreneurs are greedy, unethical opportunists, hell-bent on capital
accumulation, while manufacturing is innately virtuous. Thoughtful, eloquent and above all compelling, Capitalism is a
remarkable contribution to the enduring debate.

Morality, Competition, and the Firm
The world of money is being transformed as households and organizations face changing economies, and new currencies
and payment systems like Bitcoin and Apple Pay gain ground. What is money, and how do we make sense of it? Money
Talks is the first book to offer a wide range of alternative and unexpected explanations of how social relations, emotions,
moral concerns, and institutions shape how we create, mark, and use money. This collection brings together a stellar group
of international experts from multiple disciplines—sociology, economics, history, law, anthropology, political science, and
philosophy—to propose fresh explanations for money's origins, uses, effects, and future. Money Talks explores five key
questions: How do social relationships, emotions, and morals shape how people account for and use their money? How do
corporations infuse social meaning into their financing and investment practices? What are the historical, political, and
social foundations of currencies? When does money become contested, and are there things money shouldn't buy? What is
the impact of the new twenty-first-century currencies on our social relations? At a time of growing concern over financial
inequality, Money Talks overturns conventional views about money by revealing its profound social potential.
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Why Some Things Should Not Be for Sale
The Morals of Markets
A dazzlingly original, "remarkable" account of the life and thought of legendary economist Adam Smith (Financial Times).
Adam Smith (1723-1790) is now widely regarded as the greatest economist of all time. But what he really thought, and the
implications of his ideas, remain fiercely contested. Was he an eloquent advocate of capitalism and individual freedom? A
prime mover of "market fundamentalism"? An apologist for human selfishness? Or something else entirely? In the tradition
of The Worldly Philosophers, Adam Smith dispels the myths and caricatures, and provides a far more complex portrait of the
man. Offering a highly engaging account of Smith's life and times, political philosopher Jesse Norman explores his work as a
whole and traces his influence over two centuries to the present day. Finally, he shows how a proper understanding of
Smith can help us address the problems of modern capitalism. The Smith who emerges from this book is not only the
greatest of all economists but a pioneering theorist of moral philosophy, culture, and society.

Capitalism
Should the idea of economic man—the amoral and self-interested Homo economicus—determine how we expect people to
respond to monetary rewards, punishments, and other incentives? Samuel Bowles answers with a resounding “no.” Policies
that follow from this paradigm, he shows, may “crowd out” ethical and generous motives and thus backfire. But incentives
per se are not really the culprit. Bowles shows that crowding out occurs when the message conveyed by fines and rewards
is that self-interest is expected, that the employer thinks the workforce is lazy, or that the citizen cannot otherwise be
trusted to contribute to the public good. Using historical and recent case studies as well as behavioral experiments, Bowles
shows how well-designed incentives can crowd in the civic motives on which good governance depends.

Morals and Markets
Life insurance—the promise of an insurer to pay a sum upon a person's death in exchange for a regular premium—is a
bizarre enterprise. How can we monetize human life? Should we? What statistics do we use, what assumptions do we make,
and what behavioral factors do we consider? First published in 1979, Morals and Markets Is a pathbreaking study exploring
the development of life insurance in the United States. Viviana A. Rotman Zelizer combines economic history and a
sociological perspective to advance a novel interpretation of the life insurance industry. The book pioneered a cultural
approach to the analysis of morally controversial markets. Zelizer begins in the mid-nineteenth century with the rise of the
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life insurance industry, a contentious chapter in the history of American business. Life insurance was stigmatized at first,
denounced in newspapers and condemned by religious leaders as an immoral and sacrilegious gamble on human life. Over
time, the business became a widely praised arrangement to secure a family's future. How did life insurance overcome
cultural barriers? As Zelizer shows, the evolution of the industry in the United States matched evolving attitudes toward
death, money, family relations, property, and personal legacy.

Adam Smith
In this book, economist and evolutionary game theorist Daniel Freidman demonstrates that our moral codes and our market
systems, while often in conflict, are really devices evolved to achieve similar ends, and that society functions best when
morals and markets are in balance with each other.

A Capitalism for the People
Born in Italy, University of Chicago economist Luigi Zingales witnessed firsthand the consequences of high inflation and
unemployment—paired with rampant nepotism and cronyism—on a country's economy. This experience profoundly shaped
his professional interests, and in 1988 he arrived in the United States, armed with a political passion and the belief that
economists should not merely interpret the world, but should change it for the better. In A Capitalism for the People,
Zingales makes a forceful, philosophical, and at times personal argument that the roots of American capitalism are dying,
and that the result is a drift toward the more corrupt systems found throughout Europe and much of the rest of the world.
American capitalism, according to Zingales, grew in a unique incubator that provided it with a distinct flavor of
competitiveness, a meritocratic nature that fostered trust in markets and a faith in mobility. Lately, however, that trust has
been eroded by a betrayal of our pro-business elites, whose lobbying has come to dictate the market rather than be subject
to it, and this betrayal has taken place with the complicity of our intellectual class. Because of this trend, much of the
country is questioning—often with great anger—whether the system that has for so long buoyed their hopes has now
betrayed them once and for all. What we are left with is either anti-market pitchfork populism or pro-business technocratic
insularity. Neither of these options presents a way to preserve what the author calls “the lighthouse” of American
capitalism. Zingales argues that the way forward is pro-market populism, a fostering of truly free and open competition for
the good of the people—not for the good of big business. Drawing on the historical record of American populism at the turn
of the twentieth century, Zingales illustrates how our current circumstances aren't all that different. People in the middle
and at the bottom are getting squeezed, while people at the top are only growing richer. The solutions now, as then, are
reforms to economic policy that level the playing field. Reforms that may be anti-business (specifically anti-big business),
but are squarely pro-market. The question is whether we can once again muster the courage to confront the powers that
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be.

Do Markets Corrupt Our Morals?
Should we pay children to read books or to get good grades? Should we allow corporations to pay for the right to pollute the
atmosphere? Is it ethical to pay people to test risky new drugs or to donate their organs? What about hiring mercenaries to
fight our wars? Auctioning admission to elite universities? Selling citizenship to immigrants willing to pay? In What Money
Can't Buy, Michael J. Sandel takes on one of the biggest ethical questions of our time: Is there something wrong with a
world in which everything is for sale? If so, how can we prevent market values from reaching into spheres of life where they
don't belong? What are the moral limits of markets? In recent decades, market values have crowded out nonmarket norms
in almost every aspect of life—medicine, education, government, law, art, sports, even family life and personal relations.
Without quite realizing it, Sandel argues, we have drifted from having a market economy to being a market society. Is this
where we want to be?In his New York Times bestseller Justice, Sandel showed himself to be a master at illuminating, with
clarity and verve, the hard moral questions we confront in our everyday lives. Now, in What Money Can't Buy, he provokes
an essential discussion that we, in our market-driven age, need to have: What is the proper role of markets in a democratic
society—and how can we protect the moral and civic goods that markets don't honor and that money can't buy?

The Theory of Moral Sentiments
As we struggle with the legacy of the crisis and with the prospect of accelerating environmental degradation, it is time to
ask not what we can do for capitalism but what capitalism can do for us, as citizens of a democratic society. In Civic
Capitalism, Colin Hay and Anthony Payne build on their influential analysis of the crisis of the Anglo-liberal growth model to
set out a coherent account of the steps required to build an alternative that is more sustainable socially, economically and
environmentally. They argue that it is time to move on from the Anglo-liberal model of capitalism whose failings were so
cruelly exposed by the crisis. They outline a new model that will work better in advanced capitalist societies, showing how
this might be acheived in Britain today. They call this civic capitalism the governance of the market, by the state, in the
name of the people, to deliver collective public goods, equity and social justice. This reverses the long ascendant logic of
Anglo-liberalism in which citizens have been made to answer to the perceived logics of the capitalism they have been made
to serve. The crisis shows us that we can no longer be driven by the perceived imperatives of the old model and by those
who have claimed for far too long and, as it turns out, falsely to be able to discern for us the imperatives of the market. It is
now time to ask what capitalism can do for us and not what we can do for capitalism.

Markets, Morals, and Policy-Making
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This is a systematic evaluation of the main arguments for and against the market as an instrument of social organization,
balancing efficiency and justice . It links the distinctive approaches of philosophy and economics to this evaluation.

Virtue and Economy
Over the past fifty years, (financial) capitalism has brought about an enormous growth in wealth. Millions around the world
have been lifted out of poverty. However, the downsides of the present global economic constitution are rapidly becoming
evident as well. Rising inequality, soaring debt levels, and repeated cycles of boom and bust have proven to be some of its
key characteristics. After the 2008 crisis brought the financial system to the brink of collapse, new regulations, stricter
supervision, higher capital requirements, and ethical codes were introduced to the sector. Today we find ourselves in the
middle of another economic boom. Yet one pressing question remains: has anything changed? Have the (necessary) repairs
fixed the flaws in the system? Or do we require even more fundamental reforms? This volume builds on the observation
that society has co-evolved with the financial sector. We cannot simply claim that 'finance' was the sole instigator of the
2008 crisis. Society itself has become financialized; the process of replacing relations, structures of trust and reciprocity, by
anonymous and systemic transactions. The volume poses vital questions with regard to this societal development. How did
this happen? And more importantly: is change possible? If yes, how? This volume contains 21 essays on the themes
mentioned above. Authors include Jan Peter Balkenende, Wouter Bos, Lans Bovenberg, Govert Buijs, and Herman Van
Rompuy. A recommendation by Dutch Minister of Finance Wopke Hoekstra is also included.

Markets without Limits
Like nature itself, modern economic life is driven by relentless competition and unbridled selfishness. Or is it? Drawing on
converging evidence from neuroscience, social science, biology, law, and philosophy, Moral Markets makes the case that
modern market exchange works only because most people, most of the time, act virtuously. Competition and greed are
certainly part of economics, but Moral Markets shows how the rules of market exchange have evolved to promote moral
behavior and how exchange itself may make us more virtuous. Examining the biological basis of economic morality, tracing
the connections between morality and markets, and exploring the profound implications of both, Moral Markets provides a
surprising and fundamentally new view of economics--one that also reconnects the field to Adam Smith's position that
morality has a biological basis. Moral Markets, the result of an extensive collaboration between leading social and natural
scientists, includes contributions by neuroeconomist Paul Zak; economists Robert H. Frank, Herbert Gintis, Vernon Smith
(winner of the 2002 Nobel Prize in economics), and Bart Wilson; law professors Oliver Goodenough, Erin O'Hara, and Lynn
Stout; philosophers William Casebeer and Robert Solomon; primatologists Sarah Brosnan and Frans de Waal; biologists Carl
Bergstrom, Ben Kerr, and Peter Richerson; anthropologists Robert Boyd and Michael Lachmann; political scientists Elinor
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Ostrom and David Schwab; management professor Rakesh Khurana; computational science and informatics doctoral
candidate Erik Kimbrough; and business writer Charles Handy.

The Morals of the Market
Despite the remarkable achievements of free markets—their rapid spread around the world and success at generating
economic growth—they tend to elicit anxiety. Creative destruction and destabilizing change provoke feelings of
powerlessness in the face of circumstances that portend inevitable catastrophe. Thus, from the beginning, capitalism has
been particularly stimulative for the growth of critics and doomsayers. While early analysts such as Karl Marx primarily
emphasized an impending economic disaster, in recent years the economic critique of capitalism has receded in favor of
moral and environmental concerns. At the heart of this collection of original essays lies the question: does morality demand
that we adopt a primarily supportive or critical stance toward capitalism? Some contributors suggest that the foundational
principles of the capitalist system may be at odds with the central requirements of morality, while others wonder whether
the practical workings of markets slowly erode moral character or hinder the just distribution of goods. Still others consider
whether morality itself does not demand the economic freedom constitutive of the capitalist system. The essays in Are
Markets Moral? represent a broad array of disciplines, from economics to philosophy to law, and place particular emphasis
on the experiences of non-Western countries where the latest chapters in capitalism's history are now being written.
Contributors: Andrew S. Bibby, Gurcharan Das, Richard A. Epstein, Fonna Forman, Robert P. George, Steven J. Kautz, Peter
Augustine Lawler, Steven Lukes, Deirdre Nansen McCloskey, Peter McNamara, Arthur M. Melzer, John Tomasi.

Religion and the Morality of the Market
Interest in Aristotelianism and in virtue ethics has been growing for half a century but as yet the strengths of the study of
Aristotelian ethics in politics have not been matched in economics. This ground-breaking text fills that gap. Challenging the
premises of neoclassical economic theory, the contributors take issue with neoclassicism’s foundational separation of
values from facts, with its treatment of preferences as given, and with its consequent refusal to reason about final ends.
The contrary presupposition of this collection is that ethical reasoning about human ends is essential for any sustainable
economy, and that reasoning about economic goods should therefore be informed by reasoning about what is humanly and
commonly good. Contributions critically engage with aspects of corporate capitalism, managerial power and neoliberal
economic policy, and reflect on the recent financial crisis from the point of view of Aristotelian virtue ethics. Containing a
new chapter by Alasdair MacIntyre, and deploying his arguments and conceptual scheme throughout, the book critically
analyses the theoretical presuppositions and institutional reality of modern capitalism.
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Capitalism
In the aftermath of the financial crisis and the deepest recession since the 1930s, capitalism is once again the subject of
heated debate. While the end of the Cold War destroyed the credibility of the only systemic alternative, many in the
developed world remain profoundly uncomfortable with the workings of capitalism, despite its extraordinary capacity to lift
millions out of poverty and raise living standards. In this book, John Plender highlights and investigates a concern about the
moral character of money that pre-dates the industrial revolution by more than two millennia.
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